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ABSTRACT
Teamwork and communication skills are essential for those
entering the workforce, especially for software development
positions. For remote development positions, the ability to
work with a team and communicate remotely through a com-
munication tool are important skills that are generally not
taught in standard university courses. In this experience re-
port, we discuss our experience using Discord for commu-
nication and collaboration during our virtual summer camp
focused on teaching teamwork and gamedesign to 27 autistic
high school students. Overall, we found using Discord ben-
eficial in many ways that we did not anticipate, including
quicker instructor coordination, improved socialization, and
more. Additionally, we provide recommendations for those
whomaywant to useDiscord in a similar virtual environment.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Programming teams; •
Human-centered computing→ Social networking sites; •
Applied computing→ Collaborative learning; Interactive
learning environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For software development positions, soft skills such as team-
work and communication are incredibly important for devel-
opers to have, especially in remotework situations [12, 16, 20].
Tohelpprepare these soft skills, universities have courses ded-
icated to semester-long groupprojects, e.g., capstone courses,
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in addition to scattering group projects throughout their de-
gree programs [27, 28]. Through these group projects, stu-
dents work together to complete a small software develop-
ment project where the intentions are to help them form soft
skills such as communication, collaboration, presenting, and
more before they begin their careers.
For many autistic learners, learning social norms and col-

laborating are not easy tasks [25, 33].Many spend their forma-
tive years learningpractical social skills by spending timewith
therapists [5, 9]. Recently, it has been shown that videogames
have a positive impact on their social skills by providing a
community for them to build their friendships upon [3, 26,
30]. With that, we combine a learning environment centered
around building video games to help teach autistic youths
how to navigate new social situations, working with others in
a group, and how to build a videogame from start to finish.
We designed and implemented a virtual, three-week long

summer game coding camp for 27 autistic high school stu-
dents. Similar to our previous camps, our goals were to ex-
pose the campers toprogrammingwhile alsoworkingon their
teamwork, communication, and collaboration skills [4, 23].
To help encourage and facilitate teamwork and communica-
tion inside and outside of camp hours, we also introduced
Discord1, a popular online communication tool.
For autistic young adults, Discord and other computer-

mediated communication tools have been studied to further
understand how these tools support neurodiversity in online
communication settings [31]. Additionally, Discord and other
online tools have been investigated to discover howwell they
support autistic adolescents’ synchronous and asynchronous
learning [32]. Recently in computing education as a whole,
Discord has been used tomoderate group collaboration [17],
support student software engineeringprojectswith aDiscord-
based 24/7 helpline [6], as an online tutoring platform that
transformed into a computing community [22], and as a tool
to better understand group project dynamics [28].
In this paper, we give motivation for presenting a virtual

coding campandbackground in remote learning for students
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), coding camps, Dis-
cord, and teamwork. Then we briefly discuss an overview of
our camp and camp design and the decisions surrounding
using Discord for outside camp communication. We provide
a daily schedule of our camp and a full breakdown of our
Discord server setup. Finally, we reflect and discuss what we

1 https://discord.com/
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learned from our camp this year and provide recommenda-
tions for using Discord in future camp implementations.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss teamwork, remote teams, howDis-
cord is used in education, and two of our previous game cod-
ing camps for autistic students.

2.1 Teamwork in Software Engineering
Teamwork is an important aspect of software development
that is seen within college courses and beyond within indus-
try. Most software engineering curriculums require students
to take at least one course where there is a semester-long
team development project. Courses like these teach students
about industry standards and expectations, collaboration,
teamwork, and soft skills such as communication [29, 34]. Re-
cently there has been a significant increase in hybrid and fully
remote software development positions.

2.1.1 Remote Teams. Remote teams, also known as distributed
teams, are not new to the software development industry. Dis-
tributed teams are teams in which themembers may reside
in different geographical areas and timezones. There is plenty
of research surrounding distributed teams, such as how to
support collaboration [7, 18, 19], resolve conflicts [14, 39],
trusting teammates [10, 35], andmuchmore. However, due
to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, many companies
have continued to allow employees to work remotely part
time, leading tomore distributed teams in the workforce.
Remote teams canbemore accessible for disabled andneu-

rodiverseworkers since they are generallymore accommodat-
ing and inclusive due to their flexibility [13, 21]. Increasingly,
tech companies are becomingmore aware of the talents and
benefits of employing autistic individuals [8]. Although autis-
tic individuals have the necessary technical skills to succeed
in software development positions, theymay have challenges
with communication and socialization [2, 8]. Our three-week
virtual camp allows campers to practice and improve their
communication, socialization, and teamwork skills in a con-
trolledenvironment.Wehope thatbyprovidingour teamwork-
focused, virtual game development camp to autistic high
school students, we can help encourage them to pursue ca-
reers in software development and reduce the stress of com-
municating and socializing in their future careers.

2.2 Discord
Due to the prevalence of hybrid and remote positions within
industry, teamsmust learn how to communicate effectively
through software such as Slack, Microsoft (MS) Teams, and
Discord. The use of communication software such as Zoom,
Slack, and MS Teams has become more common in both
academic [24, 28, 34] and industry [11, 15, 21, 37] settings.
Zoom,avideoconferencing tool, isused for scheduledvideo

calls. Slack and MS Teams, however, are similar since they
are communication and collaboration tools. Both have col-
lections of people that are gathered in a group called a Slack
‘workspace’ or aMSTeams ‘team.’ Theseworkspaces canhave

multiple text channels organized by topic and users are able
to direct and groupmessage (DMandGM, respectively) other
users in addition to starting video calls. Slack andMS Teams
are similar to Discord, a communication and collaboration
tool generally used to maintain relationships and interest
groups outside of the workplace. Discord, a tool designed
originally for gamers [1], has been increasingly used in educa-
tional settings due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
For example, Discord was used in a biology classroom and

labs to maintain student involvement in the course [38]. One
computer sciencedepartmenthasbeenusingDiscord tokeep
in touch with their current students and alumni to create a
sense of community during the pandemic lockdowns [36].
Additionally in computing, Discord has been used as a group
project moderation tool [17], a 24/7 helpdesk for software
engineering students [6], an online tutoring platform [22],
and a tool to further understand group project dynamics [28].

2.3 Game Coding Camps for Autistic Students
During the summer of 2020, a fully online game coding camp
for seven autistic students heading to college was conducted
by Begel et al. [4]. The goals of the campwere to practice and
improve the communication skills of their autistic campers
in addition to building their teamwork skills. They usedMi-
crosoft’s MakeCode Arcade as their programming language.
Their findings included increased communication between
teammembers and positive collaboration experience within
their teams [4]. Additionally, since this was our first camp, the
instructor team learnedmore about educating students with
autism, including allowing students to toggle their camera
andmicrophone on or off, piloting teachingmaterial before
camp, and scaffolding their students’ assignments [4].
Additionally, during the summer of 2021, a hybrid game

coding camp for autistic students was conducted byMoster
et al. [23]. This camp allowed for students to attend in-person
onClemsonUniversity’s campus, fully remote, or amixture of
the two. They also focusedon teaching their students commu-
nication and teamwork and used an industry-level program-
ming language and industry-level tools, including GoDot
game engine, GitHub, and Visual Studio Code. They provide
recommendations on how to further improve their camp,
including implementing a universal design, providing scaf-
folded instructions to their students, taking breaks during
the camp day, and having overall flexibility [23]. Additionally,
they provide a recommendation to incorporate time outside
of camp hours for students to work together [23], which is the
basis of our decision to use Discord in our camp.
The feedback from running these two camps has informed

our implementation of the camp discussed in this paper. Al-
though this paper focuses on our experiences with Discord
duringour campthis year,we think it is important to reflecton
our previous camps tomake improvements for future ones.

3 OVERALL CAMPDESIGN
In this section, we describe our camp’s structure including
our camp design, instructors, campers, and a timeline of our
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camp activities. Additionally, we discuss our motivations for
choosing to use Discord, our server’s organization, and de-
scribe our custom bot’s functionality.

3.1 CampDesign
Our camp ran for 3 weeks, Monday through Friday, in July
2023, where each camp day was 2 hours long. To be as inclu-
sive as possible and accommodate campers outside of our
timezone, our camp was conducted fully online. The over-
all goals of our campwere to teach basic programming and
game design skills using Scratch2 as well as encourage and
facilitate camper communication and teamwork. To do this,
we chose to implement learning in small groups via Zoom’s
breakout room feature. Each small group consisted of at least
2 instructors and 4 to 5 campers to comply with institutional
requirements for student-to-instructor ratios while teach-
ing minors (students under 18 years old). To help promote
communication and teamwork outside of camp hours, we
set up a Discord server that was available to all campers and
instructors during camp. The first week of camp was focused
on teaching programming in Scratch and game design ba-
sics. The second and third weeks of camp were devoted to
the campers working together in teams to design and build a
videogame. An overview of our camp is shown in Table 1.

3.1.1 Camp Instructors. A total of 13 instructors conducted the
camp. Eight instructors have helped with at least one of our
previous camps. Two instructors are professors at Clemson
University, one is a professor at CarnegieMellon University,
five are Ph.D. students, 3 are undergraduate students, and
two of our instructors are working professionals. Themajor-
ity of instructors are from Clemson University, with some
coming from Carnegie Mellon University, DePaul University,
and University of California Irvine. Themajority of instruc-
tors were located within the Eastern timezone with others in
the Central and Pacific timezones.

3.1.2 Campers. A total of 27 campers participated in the camp
with, on average, about 20 campers attending each camp day.
The ages of the campers ranged from 14 to 17 years old. The
majority of our campers weremale, with only three females.
Five of our campers attended only the first week of camp. All
campers resided in the United States and attended our camp
from all over the country. Themajority of our campers had at
least some programming experience, while 11 campers had
no programming experience before attending our camp.

3.2 Designing our Discord Server
We chose to use Discord as a tool for campers to use to com-
municate with one another and the instructors outside of
camp hours. In this section, we describe why we chose Dis-
cord, how our server was setup for the campers and instruc-
tors, and howwe created and used a customDiscord bot.

3.2.1 Why We Chose Discord. We have run our camp for four
years now, and our main focus has been on ensuring that
our campers are working together on their final project. For
2 https://scratch.mit.edu/

TABLE 1 Camp Activities: A Chronological Overview

Day 1 • Welcome session

Meet instructors and campers

Install and check required software

Day 2 • Technology check for campers

Introduction to game story types

Group brainstorm: Game types

Building first example game

Day 3 • First example game continued

Day 4 • Building second example game

Day 5 • Creatingmusic and sound effects

Group brainstorm: Game ideas

Day 6 • Meet assigned teammates

Team brainstorm: Game aspects

Day 7-12 • Team: Game development

Day 13 • Team: Game development

Team: Practice final presentation

Day 14 • Team: Final touches on game

Team: Practice final presentation

Day 15 • Team: Presentation of final games
to guardians and guests

the past three years, we have not provided a tool for campers
to communicate with one another outside of camp hours,
instead we encouraged them to converse via email or text
messaging [23]. This year, we decided that there should be a
way for campers to communicate with one another without
having to share their personal contact information.
For our criteria, we wanted tomake sure that the tool was

easy to set up, and campers could join video calls and text
each other within one tool. The two tools we considered for
this role were MS Teams and Discord. We decided against
usingMS Teams due to it being a professional software that
may dissuade our campers from conversing. Additionally,MS
Teams only uses threadedmessaging, which could be confus-
ing and cumbersome to navigate for our campers. We chose
to use Discord due to its status as a ‘gaming communication’
platform, we thought many campers would already have an
account and be familiar with the interface.

3.2.2 Discord Server Setup. Within our server, we hadmultiple
groupings of different text and voice channels that could be
accessed by different groups of people as shown in Figure
1. Instructors had access to every channel grouping, while
campershadaccess toImportant Information,Text Channels,
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Office Hours, and their Team # channels. Figures 2 – 6 show
the channels names for each section of our Discord server.
The Important Information section of channels (Fig. 2)

containedourcampandDiscord rules, camp-wideannounce-
ments, important links for camp such as the daily zoom link,
and an introductions channel for all instructors and campers
to introduce themselves. Next, Text Channels (Fig. 3) con-
tained text channels for general conversation, off topic con-
versationshappeningduring instructionalperiods, videogame
conversations, a channel for showing off cool projects, and
a channel for everyone to show off the cute things their pets
were doing. Office Hours (Fig. 4) contained a forum-channel
for askingquestionsand twovoice-channels socamperscould
get help from instructors. The Team # channels (Fig. 5) all con-
tained a general team chat and a voice channel that was only
accessible to the instructors and the campers on that team.
Lastly, the Instructor Only channel (Fig. 6) contained text
channels that were relevant to running the camp. Within the
Instructor Only channels, there was a channel to forward
DMs sent to the bot, a channel for important instructor-only
announcements, a backchannel for instructors to converse
with one another while campwas running, a channel for our
instructor in charge of breakout rooms to send updates on
room status, a channel for instructors who need immedi-
ate help, a channel for reporting concerningmessages from
campers, and a voice channel for instructors.

Figure 1: An overview of the channel groupings in our camp
Discord server.

3.2.3 Our Custom Discord Bot. We created a customDiscord
bot to help better understand thematerial campers needed
help with and if our instructors were able to help them. The
Discord bot was always listening to the voice channels within
Office Hours and all of the Team # channels to see if campers
or instructors joined. If theydid,when they left the voice chan-
nel, the bot would DM everyone in the voice channel with a

Figure 2: The Important
Information channels.

Figure 3: Our general Text
Channels.

Figure 4: The Office Hours
channels.

Figure 5: A general set of
Team # Channels.

Figure 6: The Instructor Only channels.

survey to take. Campers would receive a survey asking about
the issue they were having and if it was resolved in the voice
channel. Instructorswould receive a similar survey that asked
for adescriptionof theproblem,whether the camperwas able
to resolve the problem in the call, and if the camper appeared
to have tried doing different things before coming into the
voice call. Additionally, if a camper or instructor sent a DM to
the bot, it would forward themessage into the #bot-dms chan-
nel in the Instructor Only channel group so the instructors
could knowwhat was going on. Since we chose to use a new
programming language for camp this year, our intentions
with this bot were to further understand if our curriculum
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was detailed enough for the campers or if we needed to revise
it in future camp iterations for clarity.

4 OURDISCORD SERVER’S IMPACT ON CAMP
Our camp Discord server was available to campers and in-
structors oneweek before campbegan, during camp, andone
week after camp ended. This section details what the instruc-
tors saw and experienced during that five-week timeframe.

4.1 Camper Communication Observations
During camp, our campers used Discord to communicate
with other campers and instructors. Unfortunately, we were
unable to interview each camper about their experiences us-
ing Discord during camp, however, we have provided our ob-
servations about how they communicated through Discord
in the following sections.

4.1.1 Familiarity with Discord. We allowed the campers to join
our camp Discord server one week before the actual camp
began to allow them to become familiar with our server setup
and the Discord interface if they were new to Discord. During
this timeframe, many campers introduced themselves in our
#introductions channel, however not many campers started
conversations in other channels.
Once camp started, it was clear tomost of our instructors

that many of the campers were very comfortable chatting via
Discord and our Zoom chat. Our #general channel during
camp hours was vibrant and hadmany campers contributing
to the conversations happening. The two instructor quotes
below expandmore on how comfortable the campers were
when conversing via our Discord server.

7 “I feel like the campers were a lot more used to Discord than
some of us instructors. It felt more natural to them. So I think
it was the, I mean the my impression is that they were com-
fortable using it. And they did talk a decent bit on there. Some-
times it did feel like theywere talking toomuch, like, you know,
spending toomuch attention onDiscord rather than the camp
itself. But we were able to control that with instruction so I
would call that a win.”

7 “Obviously the campers do enjoy using Discord, but some
who got too comfortable to where they feel, just like the envi-
ronment is kind of like driven by them. So sometimes they can
kind of like forget that we are instructors or we are, uh, like
we set a certain rules. Because it’s Discord, and because they
usually use Discord for something else, probably having fun
and not following [our camp’s] rules, it can be hard for them
to like realize, like, oh, like even though this is Discord, we still
have to follow these rules and they are still our instructors.”

However, once camp concluded for the day, very few Dis-
cord conversations occurredoutside of our instructional time.
During the last two weeks of our camp, while campers were
working in teams on their final projects, more conversations
outside of instructional time occurred. These conversations

were generally directed at the camper’s teamwhere their in-
structors and teammates could help them.
Themost used channel by campers in our Discord server

was our #general channel. In total there were 649 distinct
messages sent in our #general channel between campers and
instructors over the course of our 3-week camp. Themajor-
ity of these messages were sent while camp was in session.
Additionally, the Team # channels were not used extensively
for team conversations as originally intended, instead these
channels became a way for campers to share the files they
were working on with the rest of their team and instructors.

4.2 Instructor Experiences & Feedback
After camp concluded, we interviewed 10 out of 13 of our
camp instructors to obtain their experiences and thoughts
on how well Discord was used during the camp. We have
compiled their experiences in the sections below.

4.2.1 Camp Technology Setups. Since our camp is fully online,
instructors and campers are required to have many differ-
ent programs open on their computers. These include a web
browser to work on Scratch coding, the Zoommeeting where
camp is being held, Discord for file-sharing and conversa-
tions, and any additional programs theymay have running.
Almost all instructors said that setting up their Discord ac-

counts and joining the campDiscord serverwere fairly simple.
Additionally, during campmost instructors had computer se-
tups that includedmultiple monitors so that they could keep
up with everything inmultiple windows. However, some in-
structors only had onemonitor whichmade paying attention
to Zoom and Discord simultaneously difficult for them, as
noted by the below quotes:

7 “I think it was challenging for me to be able to keep somany
things open that being, Zoom and Discord and the coding
thing, Scratch. And if I needed to like sometimes I was like
trying to look up things myself. ... For me, I was only using a
laptop, I don’t have a desktop setup right now, so that definitely
made it more challenging.”

7 “ It was the cumbersome nature of having to jump between
windows to be able to stick with the Discord conversation that
was problematic for me, so if it’s on its own window sitting
there, just glance at it. ... To be able to quickly look over, glance
over and look, return to focus quickly. I think it’s important
that youhave a setup that allows for you to do that, and I didn’t
at that point, so.”

4.2.2 Discord Server Moderation. The moderator role is com-
mon onmany online platforms such as Reddit, Twitch, and
Discord.Moderators are peoplewho keep the server or forum
discussion orderly. Moderation for the campDiscord server
fell to the instructors andmany expressed in their interviews
that this was their first time being in amoderation role.

7 “I’venever beenamoderator before. I’venever even. I’venever
like, I know that there’s, like Twitch or something like that.
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And there’s Reddit. I think they have moderators, but either
way, so and there are all these other online platforms that use
moderators, and I’ve never even used those online platforms
to begin with. So I know what a moderator’s supposed to do
and I have some idea of it, but I have very little experience of
all this stuff. So it was a little bit of a surprise for me.”

Unfortunately, we quickly found out that running a camp
andmoderating the Discord server did not allow for both to
happen at the same time. Campers were continually posting
in our general channel during camp and the instructors were
busy teaching and helping their campers so it was not always
possible to have an instructor moderate the Discord chat. As
one instructor said in their interview, “[The campers] seemed
to use Discord the same way they used the Zoom chat, which
is like just spewing things constantly, just really communicat-
ing and just putting stuff out, publishing content, you know,
entertaining us with their posts.” To combat this, we enabled
an auto-moderation tool to remove messages with certain
phrases (i.e., expletives) that we felt were not appropriate for
our summer camp. Additionally, we turned onDiscord’s slow-
mode feature in the general chat to discourage campers from
postingmultiple messages in succession.

7 “Initially, I thought the moderation would bemanual, but
then it was like clear that we didn’t have enough people to
monitor the students and the Discord at the same time even
when there was somebody who was assigned tomonitor [the
Discord]. This campwas like, well, your students are in front
of you [on Zoom] and they kind of need you right now, so deal
with Discord later. Normally you could handle the asynchro-
nous nature of the Discord while you’re still working with the
campers because you know, there’s a lot of downtime. But I
think that the auto moderation was really fascinating because
the students quickly figured out they couldn’t write certain
words.”

4.2.3 Discord VS. Other Tools. In the past, instructors com-
municated during camp via MS Teams. However, since we
were using Discord for camper communication with instruc-
tors and campers, the decision wasmade to switch fromMS
Teams to Discord for our instructor-to-instructor communi-
cation needs. Many instructors felt that the switch to Discord
from MS Teams posed less technical problems such as file
sharing incompatibilities due to different institutional shar-
ing policies.

7 “Yeah, I prefer Discord because I think Teams is a little too
rigid when we involve people from outside [our academic in-
stitution].”

7 “The other thing that I liked about [Discord] was that it
seemed easier for other instructors to join that weren’t at [our
academic institution] or in academia, right? I think it’s not
even the permissions. I think like using Teams when you’ve
never used Teams or you knowany type of thing like Slack even,
Discord seems to bemore intuitive because we had people that

were – we had [instructors]who were older were able to like
figure out stuff that and they don’t work [in tech areas].”

For camper-to-camper communication, in the past we
have not provided an outlet for campers to communicate
with one another outside of camp hours. In previous years
we have observed campers working together on their final
projects outside of camp hours [23], which inspired us to pro-
vide a space for our campers towork together and ask for help
from other campers or instructors when needed.

7 “I think it was the right tool with the right audience. Many
of the students, or it seemed like many students, who at least
knew Discord. Whether they use it a ton or they use it as their
primarymeans of communication – that’s which some of them
seem to – they all seem to have an awareness of it. Also, I think
as the tool, I think there is thing to be said or the brand of it too,
because you couldmake a lot of the same functionality or get
a lot of the same functionality from Slack or there you know,
there’s things you cando in in other project tools like Basecamp
or Asana that are, you know, some of the functionality of what
you get with Discord, but I would say that the brand also is
meaningful that you know they know the brand, it’s familiar
to gamers or computer scientists.”

4.2.4 Our Favorite Discord Features. Since this was our first time
using Discord for camp communication, during our instruc-
tor interviews, we asked about their favorite features of Dis-
cord. Many instructors mentioned that their favorite features
were useful in ensuring that another person received the in-
formation as shown by the two quotes below.

7 “I kind of touched on this before, but my favorite feature is
the @. So if I @-ed, [or mentioned], even someone like [one
of our Camp Directors] who was really busy, [they] would
respond fairly quickly. So I really like that feature.”

7 “For Discord in general that was really prevalent in this
use was the use of [reactions]. The, you know, the little emoji
and things. We didn’t use it as a check to see to make sure that
everyone had seen [themessage], but it was certainly useful to
see if the person you were talking to had seen it and gave you
a thumbs up or something like that. I think that’s an under-
discussed aspect of the tool, the ability to quickly do that.”

Mentioning an instructor in a Discord message was cru-
cial to ensuring that our camp ran smoothly. Additional Dis-
cord mentioning features such as @here, @instructors, and
@everyone were crucial in notifying particular channels or
roles about important information. Reacting to a message
to show someone that you read it became an unspoken ac-
tion that most instructors used. In addition to these, other
instructors enjoyed how easy it was to manage andmodify
the Discord server during camp.

7 “The amount of admin controls that we had and having
different, you know, admin levels of access. So like yeah, having
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the instructor section and then the student section and then
specific team stuff.”

7 “I think another feature that I really really like is that you
had as the server admin – the things that you could do, things
you know that removed problematic people, mute people like,
whatever that that it’s, there that it’s possible.”

7 “I mean, I like the idea of multiple channels and you could
switch between them, so it kind of feelsmore like a Slack type of
thing, but it somehow feels more lightweight than Slack does.
I don’t knowwhy.”

4.2.5 Our Least Favorite Discord Features. In addition to asking
about instructors’ favorite Discord features, we also asked
about their least favorite features. Many instructors com-
mented onmissing notifications fromDiscord or not being
able to find a breakdown of the messages they were men-
tioned in. In addition, instructors who useDiscord personally
felt uncomfortable with the lack of separation between their
personal and professional Discord lives.

7 “It’s hard to find the conversation that was, you know, about
me unless I am on top of it. Like if I’m on top of it like I have it
opened up and I’m looking at it, sure, like I see [themessage]
when it comes in. But like, say, I didn’t look at [Discord] for 3
minutes, 4 minutes and it’s the conversations going on. So it’s
hard to go back and look at it. That was one of my that wasmy
least favorite features.”

7 “One thing I do not like about using Discord is that because
I use it for personal use I don’t quite enjoy is that people can see
my profile. It’s not a deal-ender, and I know I could probably
make another Discord account, but just for ease of use, having
one single account in one place, it’s fine. I just didn’t quite enjoy
having that separation barrier broken.”

5 LESSONS LEARNED&OUR
RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, we discuss our lessons learned from running
our fourth virtual game coding camp for autistic high school
students. Additionally, we provide recommendations to fur-
ther enhance howDiscord can be used for communication
during virtual summer camps.

5.1 Designing a Discord Server
Our original idea for the campDiscord server spawned from
the idea of traditional “Office Hours,” where campers can
come outside of camp to get help on their projects from their
fellow campers or instructors. However, leading up to camp
and during camp, theDiscord servermorphed, becoming the
de factomeans of camper-to-camper, camper-to-instructor,
and instructor-to-instructor communication inside and out-
side of our summer camp. Below we detail the lessons we

learned and provide recommendations for designing and im-
proving a Discord server for virtual summer camps.

5.1.1 Channel Grouping & Role-locked Channels. Figures 1 – 6
depict how our camp channels were grouped. The Important
Information (Fig. 2), Text Channels (Fig. 3), and Office Hours
(Fig. 4) channel groups were visible by everyone within our
Discord server. We chose to lock the Instructor Only (Fig.
6) and Team # Channels (Fig. 5) channel groups so that they
could only been seen by specific roles – only the instructors
could see theInstructor Onlychannels andonly thecampers
assigned to a specific team could see their Team # Channels.
The setup of our Instructors Only channels allowed the

instructors to seamlessly coordinate Zoom breakout rooms,
get questions answered quickly, ask for help from other in-
structors, andmore without needing to open an additional
application. For the Team # channel groupings, all instruc-
tors were able to see all team channels while campers could
only see the channels for the team theywere assigned to. This
setup allowed for each final project team to have a log of links,
assets, and previous conversations that could help inform in-
structors outside of their team about their final project status.

OurRecommendation:Groupsimilar channels together
and use Discord roles to allow only specific users to view
certain channel groupings.

5.1.2 Instructor Only Channels. Within our Instructor Only
channel grouping (Fig. 6), we had seven text channels and
one voice channel. One of the seven text channels (#bot-dms)
was read-only and another (#reports-and-concerns) was for
Discord AutoModerator to inform instructors of any blocked
messages, leaving five different channels for instructors to
coordinate and ask for help from other instructors.
Unfortunately, since howwe planned to use Discordmor-

phed right before camp, we were unable to have a training
session about what messages to send in which text channel.
In their interviews, many instructors brought up not know-
ing where exactly to put amessage so that it was seen by the
person it needed to be seen by, as shown in the quotes below.

7 “Sometimes I thinkwe gotmixed up on certain things, like if
you’re in a certain channels andwe like, send stuff at times just
because if there’s a situation going on, we just type in whatever
instructor only channel we had open at that point, but overall
it wasn’t too bad.”

7 “One thing it was kind of confusing because there was like
different channels and the one of them was like, oh, this is
the important stuff channel. But then the other channels are
regular channels and I feel like those two kind of got like used
interchangeably and I feel like if there could be like more clear
boundaries on saying that only for really important messages
use the important one and then everything else can be just in
the general channel because there were times when I wasn’t
sure if mymessage was considered important or not. And so I
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wasn’t sure like what channel to put it in. So I would just put
it into whatever channel more people were responding to.”

Our Recommendation: Incorporate a pre-event instruc-
tor training session or ensure there is a discussion sur-
rounding what types ofmessages go into which channel.

5.1.3 Chat Slowmode. Our Discord server morphed into the
main means of communication between campers and in-
structors right before our three-week virtual camp started,
which led tomany Discord features being enabled on the fly,
such as Discord’s slowmode feature. When enabled, this fea-
ture reduces howoften a user can send amessage in a specific
channel, removing the ability for a user to spammessages.
By the second day of camp, our campers were continually

chatting in our #general channel. In order to be able to effec-
tively moderate their conversations, we chose to enable a 15
second slowmode in our #general and #off-topic channels
to help reducemessage spamming and encourage campers
to pay attention to their instructors and teammates. Students
initially reacted negatively to this change, but as camp pro-
gressed, they becameacclimated to the slowmode andhaving
to wait 15 seconds before sending another message.

Our Recommendation: Utilize the slowmode feature
Discord provides to reducemessage spamming and to
helpmaintain campers’ focus during instructional time.

5.1.4 Incorporating Discord into the Curriculum. One aspect of
camp that wewere unable to incorporate into our curriculum
was our Discord server. It was not a required portion of camp,
althoughall of our campers joinedandmost conversedwithin
the server. However, we had campers who did not talk very
much, verbally or through text, in both Zoom and Discord.
Through our interviews with the instructor team, many

instructors wanted to see the Discord used in amore interac-
tive fashion. Below are a few quotes from instructors about
how they would like to see Discordmore integrated into our
camp’s curriculum in the future.

7 “Possibly having guest speakers hang around [by] giving
them a generic speaker [Discord] account. We would provide
access to [the Discord account] for the speaker so that they
could then reply toa few things. Justmaking [ourguest speaker
days]more appealing for students thatwanted to [learnmore].
Uh, trying to foster that in our own channels, but thenmaking
sure that the speakers are comfortable and are not giving away
their own private information to a camper.”

7 “I don’t know if Discord can do this or not, butwe could have
like amain session. And then everyone’s like, OK, break to your
teams and you can all then go get in your little team huddles
and your team chats and then share screens from there. But
I think I would have rather just had one place to go and had
back channels there. And I would have felt more connected to
my team if I didn’t have to hop between Zoom and Discord.”

7 “Wedefinitelyneeded something for thefirstweekwhere they
have the instruction where the students were kind of moving
between rooms and stuff that got chaotic. It would be awesome
if as you move between videos, you also got moved between
Discord rooms.”

Our Recommendation: Incorporate interactive Discord
sessions for campers into the curriculum.

5.2 Discord Bots
Discord allows for users to use their integrated bot (AutoMod)
or allows users to create their own automated bots to add
to their server. Below we discuss using both in our virtual
summer camp and provide recommendations for their use.

5.2.1 Automatic Moderation via Discord’s AutoMod. During the
start of camp, we did not anticipate how quickly our campers
would be chattingwith one another. After enabling slowmode
on the most popular channels, we quickly realized that we
would also need to incorporate some sort of messaging filter,
since we wanted to keep our Discord server family-friendly.
Our Discord server already had an automatic moderator

for some content (i.e., blocking commonly flagged words,
mention spam, and suspected spam), however, it did not stop
somewords from coming through. Therefore, we added an
additional filter that blocked customwords (i.e., commonly
used expletives) that we did not want used within our server.
With this feature, Discord also allowed us to forward the

blocked message to a specific channel. In our case, we for-
warded all blockedmessages to our #reports-and-concerns
channel within our Instructor Only channel grouping. This
allowed all instructors to see what messages were being re-
moved, enabling the instructors to have a conversation with
the camper about their Discord behavior.

OurRecommendation:WhensettingupaDiscordserver,
anticipatewhat level ofmoderation your serverwill need
and enable features such as slowmode and customword
blocking for high-traffic channels.

5.2.2 Going Beyond Discord’s AutoMod. In addition to Discord’s
AutoMod,Discord allows users to create their ownbots which
allows the user more granular control over the bot’s actions.
Our Discord bot was created to help with our camp’s research
and did not include any servermoderation features. However,
since campers could DM our bot, we decided to implement
amessage forwarding system. Once our bot received a DM,
it would then forward that message to our #bot-dms channel
within Instructors Only so that all instructors could see the
message. Once the bot forwarded the message, it sent the
sender a little blurb stating that it forwarded themessage to
the camp instructors and they would be in contact shortly.
This feature was not used except for testing it.
Additionally, for content that wasn’t easily blocked with

Discord AutoMod, the instructor team manually removed
the offendingmessage. Some instructors commented in their
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interviews that they would like to see our custom bot be able
to removemessages with content (i.e., GIFs or stickers) that
may not be considered family-friendly as shown below.

7 “I would like to do something like that again where we have
a similar systemwhere [the instructor teamcan]put in certain
things [the bot] can respond to or moderate. ... But also I think
for something that’s supposed to be, awelcoming environment,
a community environment, an environment that people feel
that they can participate in and feel included, like that is like
a really nice tool to be able to do and to, like prevent some, like
things that can happen with, you know, just like an outlier
message that could be harmful because the bot could even pick
up on some of these messages and delete them.”

Our Recommendation:When implementing a custom
Discord bot, adding additional moderation features to
block and forwardmessages will helpmitigate any un-
wanted behavior.

5.3 Emergency Situations
During our camp, we had a situation where a camper was be-
ing disruptivewith their Discordmessages after we sent them
home with a warning for inappropriate comments. However,
the next day during camp their message content escalated,
rapid-firemessages in our #general channel with concerning
content, leading other campers to become distracted by try-
ing to help or notify instructors. In this section, we detail the
Discord tools we used tomitigate the situation and provide
recommendations for their use in similar situations.

5.3.1 Slowing Down the Conversation. During our emergency
situation, manymessages were being sent in succession that
needed to be removed to maintain our family-friendly Dis-
cord server. Therefore, we implemented a 15 second slow-
mode in our #general and #off-topic channels. This helped
the instructor teammaintain control of the situation by slow-
ing down the number of messages coming through.
Additionally, before the situation got too out of hand, we

also had to use Discord’s timeout feature. Two campers got
into a heated argument within our #general channel during
an instructional period. After giving both campers warnings,
we ultimately decided to time them both out so that they
could focus on the instruction in the Zoom call.

5.3.2 Using Discord’s Private Threads. Another feature we used
during our emergency situation in this year’s campwas Dis-
cord’s private threads. A thread in Discord is another tempo-
rary channel that can be created at any time.
For our use case, we used private threads to help diffuse

our situation. When additional campers started commenting
on what was happening in our #general channel, we created
a private thread with them and the instructors to explain the
situation and stop them from commenting further.

OurRecommendation:Knowwhatmoderation features
are available and create a plan with your team for how
to handle any emergency situations that may arise.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an experience report on howwe
used Discord to communicate during a three-week long, vir-
tual summer camp for autistic high school students. We dis-
cussed how our camp was designed before discussing our
camperobservationsand instructor experiencesduringcamp.
We then discuss our lessons learned and provide recommen-
dations for those looking to use Discord in a similar manner.
Overall, our instructors thought Discord was a good choice
for our virtual summer camp and have plans to improve our
Discord server and use it again for our next camp in 2024.

7 DATA AVAILABILITY
Due to the nature of this paper describing our experiences
during a 3-week, virtual summer camp, supporting data is
not available.
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